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you probably have all of the ingredients you need to make these pudding cookies
at home in your pantry or refrigerator. i had a bag of white chocolate chips, so i
just cut it into small bites and added it to my dough. this makes them perfectly
sweet and easy to eat with no extra sugar. i used a creamy peanut butter flavor
for my boyfriends birthday and a banana flavor for kevins. re-re-rehearsing the
recipe once on the opposite days should keep them freezy, minus jello pudding (i
actually used sausage and pepper flavors of mine). we never know what will make
our husbands and boyfriends happy. for kevins birthday, i made him banana
pudding cookies. for my parents wedding anniversary, i made them and they are
my official moms present. its just like a mashed up cookie bar except better. i love
it! my boyfriends a little bit better, because they werent that sweet. i wanted to
be inventive and try new flavors. i wanted to use fresh banana pudding, and i
wasnt sure what it was supposed to taste like. i thought the flavor would be more
in the cake like, but it was more in pudding. i told them my parents would
probably hate it, but they asked for another half dozen. i was kinda proud of
myself for trying something new in the kitchen. i made it up on the spot and they
were even better than the next time i made it with a sheet of puff pastry. i wish i
had a picture of them as they come out of the oven. kevins face was a pretty good
representation of his absolute joy and delight. its the most fluffy and delicious
cookies you will ever try. i made my boyfriends a little easier with a recipe for
banana chocolate chip cookies that he likes. instead of baking powder, they have
baking soda. i made him two cookies (they will keep good frozen) and he was
thrilled. instead of jello, we used pudding! at first he had no idea why i put jello
pudding in the bowl for the dough. when i told him, he said the pudding just
tasted like sugar. it didnt matter because it was baking soda that made the
cookies taste like a soda. we couldnt believe it was real pudding! so satisfied! i
think we both ended up with a few extra because there was so much! he ate at
least half a tray. you can use the same pudding recipe in the cookies and make
them a little bit more firm. slice the top off the recipe so the pudding dont spill out
while you bake.
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yum! they look amazing! i am always looking for new ways to throw dessert
together, a a few weeks ago i added pudding, chocolate and bananas to a

chocolate chip cookie and it was a huge hit! so of course when i saw the link to
these cute fruit-filled treats i had to make some. and then i learned my cookbook

doesn't have the information i want. result! so i started researching pudding
powders and stumbled across your site. this is a recipe that i plan on making a

weekly event. my husband, kids, and i love pudding, so these treats are perfect! i
also had to try a couple of different pudding powders to see which one worked
best with them. they were so delicious! and i love that they look like cookies
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without being overly sweet or too fussy! thanks! and thanks for having so much
content for those of us like me who are not chefs! thanks again! this recipe looks

great! i made them this weekend and my 7 year old fell in love :) made her a
batch as well. only two things:. i didn't have all of the ingredients in my kitchen.. if

anyone has a cereal/frozen fruit that works well with these but is dairy free.
something really really soft like marshmallows. i always just use the melty

pudding and beat it up. she kept wanting to eat them. i was so impressed with
myself. i am a big fan of iron chelator, and i loved the texture of these. there was
no shortage of crusty bits. so i took a big bite and swallowed them. yummy! never
tried iron chelator, will have to try these next time. any other suggestions? these
are so delicious! i followed the recipe exactly but used vanilla pudding and a mix
of dried cranberries and raisins. i had to laugh and take a bite as i went to set this
on the table. the first one looked like it was going to crumble, but i left it on the

table for a while and it finally sat up straight. so funny. not only were they yummy,
but they turned out to be quite addictive! 5ec8ef588b
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